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Introduction to Trans-Hit Biomarkers
Trans-Hit Bio sustainability and visibility
Biobank
Montreal,
Canada
Shortening the contractual process
Publication and intellectual property
Tailor-made solutions for the individual biobank
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About Trans-Hit Bio
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§ Trans-Hit Bio is a CRO that works with academic biobanks to facilitate
their collaboration with industry to help their biomarker R&D programs:
• We connect you directly with the End-User
Trans-Hit Bio
Montreal, Canada

• We establish a transparent process for acquisition of biospecimens
(mandatory MTA)
• We promote academic biobanks services and research platforms
• We help academic biobanks in their path to sustainability
§ Trans-Hit Bio has a highly experienced team:
• Our 10 PhD-qualified project leaders understand biomarker
research and the importance of biospecimens for their discovery,
development and validation
• Multilingual team including Portuguese (Dr. Vanessa Tumilasci) and
Spanish (Dr. Walter Tejada) speaking staff
• Our experts in biobanking, regulatory affairs, QA and QC ensure
projects are carried out respecting all ethics and regulatory
recommendations for each country
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Recognized as the Expert Biospecimen Procurement CRO
§ A recognized expertise within biobank community and Industry
§ 18 conferences between sept 2017 and August 2018 (attendee and/or booth
and/or speaker)
§ 8 Conferences on Biobanks
§ 10 Conferences on Biomarkers
§ 2 Educational Webinars:
o What can go wrong when Sourcing Biospecimens? It happens more often
than you think
o Analytical Validation of Blood and Tissue Biomarkers: Biospecimen
Requirements

§ Author of several publications on biobanking and biomarker development
§ Member of ESBB and ISBER (the two main international biobanks
associations).
§ THB is also the only Biospecimen provider part of the ISBER Pharma Working
Group.
§ THB has been elected as member of the Scientific committee for the next
Shanghai ISBER 2019 conference
February 2019 – THB Confidential
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Recognized as the Expert Biospecimen Procurement CRO
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Scientific Advisory Board
Trans-Hit Bio has established its scientific advisory board with the appointment of boardcertified pathologists who are well-known for their expertise in the biobanking and biomarker
field:
§ Pr. Paul Hofman from CHU Nice and Inserm Unit in France
§ Pr. Michael Roehrl from the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in the USA
§ Dr. Lorenzo Memeo from the Pathology Unit, Mediterranean Institute of Oncology in Italy
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Our Network
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Trans-Hit Bio is well positioned to bring the BioPharma Industry
to the academic biobanks:
§ Established relationships with over 300 Pharma, Diagnostic
and CRO companies around the world which have resulted in:
• Over 2000 biospecimen requests managed since
inception
• Over 500 requests in 2018 with an average of 100
samples per request
• Retention of companies: multiple requests sent during
the year by the same company
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Our Values, Our Mission

THB Mission
§

To contribute to the advancement of the discovery and validation of new biomarkers and the development
of novel therapeutics by providing access to high quality biospecimens.

§

To be recognized as a key partner for academic biobanks enabling them to leverage their expertise and to
leave a solid footprint in biotherapeutics and biomarker discovery.

§

To bridge the gap between academia and industry.
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Our Policy: Traceability
Trans-hit removes the blindfold!
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Trans-Hit Bio will ensure that:

§ You know who will be doing research with your
samples.
§ Research on your samples is ethically approved.
§ Your biobank will be properly acknowledged in any
resulting publications.

Traceability and transparency should be mandatory for the use
of human biospecimens
Ann Cooreman1, Elena Bravo2, Alain J. van Gool3, Pascal
Puchois4, Paul Hofman5
Published in Applied Clinical Trials . May 2017
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Our Contractual Process

Biobank
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Researcher
in
Industry

How Specimens are Sourced by Industry
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Beside 50 main big players, hundreds of biopharma companies
Main sources of biospecimen collections

3. Academic HospitalBased Biobanks

1. In-house collections

2. ‘Vendors’

(clinical trials…)

Commercial biobanks,
’Brokers’

10 %
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60 %

30 %

Biospecimen Sourcing Channels
Academic and Hospital - Based Biospecimen Providers
§
§
§
§
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30 %

Interaction with academic team and their experts
Source is identified. Traceability of biospecimen is ensured. Audit is possible
Access to more complex samples and to more clinical data
But administrative process complex and long

Commercial Biospecimen Providers, Vendors, Market Platforms
§ Consider Human biopecimen as simple commodities
§ Use collecting sites with no real scientific expertise.
§ Clients cannot exchange with collecting sites which are kept blind to clients
traceability not always ensured
§ Respect of regulations (ethic, export) questionable for some of them
§ Some companies understood that they must be more a CRO than a simple vendor
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60 %

Sourcing of Specimens by Industry
Over decades Industry has been using mainly commercial biobanks to source Human biospecimen. Today Industry
considers biospecimens as a commodity, just as a simple lab reagent. However Industry sourcing habits are changing.
Use of academic biobanks for sourcing biospecimens

§ Biospecimen requests are getting more and more complex and it is increasingly necessary to access biospecimen
collections that can only be found in academic settings.
§ A requirement for the traceability of human biospecimen (likely to be regulated by FDA).
‘’Traceability and transparency should be mandatory for the use of human biospecimens’’
Trans-Hit Publication in Applied Clinical Trials . May 2017
§ Academic biobanks (+1600) represent an unrivaled competition for commercial biobanks
• which now want to collaborate more with industry (sustainability objectives)
• which have theoretically the largest and most diversified biospecimen collections, backed with a strong biobanking,
scientific and biomarker expertise
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Why is it difficult for Industry to work with Academia and
vice versa ? Major issues and challenges
Results of two surveys done by Trans-Hit Bio

1. According to Biomedical Industry

2. According to Biobanks
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Why is it difficult for Industry to work with Academia and
vice versa ? Major issues and challenges
Survey Presented at ISBER in April 2016 by Trans-hit Bio:

§ 200 companies:
• Most of companies consider that Biobanks are unable to respond to
their R&D needs and that their collections are underutilized
•
Existing collections not designed fit for purpose
• Requirements from Academia are not always acceptable
• Intellectual Property Rights. Impossible if no scientific input
from biobanks
• Research Collaborations. Not always possible for Industry (IP
issues)
• Administrative and Regulatory Process in Biobanks is much too long
•

e.g: MTA (material transfer agreement) and IRB approval
when needed

ISBER Pharma Working Group, Sanofi Genzyme USA, Integrated BioBank of Luxembourg, Medpace
USA. Medservice, Switzerland, Trans-Hit Biomarkers, Canada.
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Major Issues According to Industry
A meta network of biobanks & collecting sites
• Most of companies consider that Biobanks are unable to respond to their R&D needs, and
that their collections are not fit for purpose.
• The requirements of Academia are sometimes unacceptable (e.g. they may require IP
rights or scientific collaboration and co-authorship).
§ The administrative and regulatory processes in Biobanks are often too slow (e.g. material
transfer agreements, e.g. IRB approval when required

ISBER Pharma Working Group, Sanofi Genzyme USA, Integrated BioBank of Luxembourg, Medpace
USA. Medservice, Switzerland, Trans-Hit Biomarkers, Canada.
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Why is it difficult for Industry to work with Academia and
vice versa ? Major issues and challenges
Survey Presented at the Global Biobank Week, Stockholm in September
2017 by Daniel Simeon-Dubach:

§ Most of biobanks are lacking visibility with Industry:
• 82 % think that Industry is not aware of the potential of their
Biobank even if most of the Biobanks (85%) have a Website or are
part of a biobank organization
• 78% do not proactively approach Industry
• Most of biobanks which do not proactively approach Industry would
appreciate if a Third Party could help
§ Most of biobanks recognize that their internal administrative process is
too long preventing Industry to initiate a collaboration!
• MTA, IRB approval
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Major Issues According to Biobanks
A meta network of biobanks & collecting sites
§ Some biobanks have an Access Policy which does not allow Interaction with Industry
§ Lack of visibility to Industry:
Ø 82 % think that Industry is not aware of the potential of their Biobank even if most of the Biobanks (85%) have a Website or are part of a
biobank organization
Ø 78% do not proactively approach Industry
Ø Those who do not proactively approach Industry would appreciate if a Third Party would help (51% yes, 16% maybe)

§ Internal administrative process is too long, preventing Industry from initiating a collaboration
§ Some quotes:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Considered as just a store!
Cannot contribute their scientific input!
No opportunity for real collaboration or publications
Industry doesn’t help their internal biomarker programs
Industry does not respond to their need for financial sustainability in the long term
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Proposed Solutions (Part 1)
1.

There is a need for a better MUTUAL understanding of Industry and Academia culture and
environment. In this respect, the education of all stakeholders is important: industry,
donors and academic biobanks.

2.

Industry must recognize that human biospecimens cannot be considered as commodities.
The basic principle of traceability must be applied to human biospecimen which is not
always the case with commercial sources.

3.

Donors must be better informed about the benefits of industry research by clearly
differentiating “research use” from “commercial use”.

4.

Biobank access policies should be more flexible to allow scientists from Industry to access
samples more rapidly.

5.

Biobanks should develop specialized collections in the specific disease areas on which
Industry is focusing.
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Proposed Solutions (part 2)
6.

Biobanks should focus on the disease areas where their expertise excels (29;34) and clearly
monitoring the utilization rate.

7.

Biobanks and their scientists should stop working in silos. This would prevent having many
biobanks collecting the same types of biospecimens, each also having their own in-house
research projects competing with others.

8.

Biobank support of Industry projects should be recognized by universities and should become
a key performance indicator (KPI).

9.

New business models for biobank collaboration with industry are required.

October 2018 – THB Confidential
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Simeon-Dubach, D, Roehrl, M.H., Hewitt, R., Hofman, P., Puchois, P. A Critical Need for a Better Mutual
Understanding Between Academic Biobanks and Industry. Submitted 2018.

Requests Are Becoming Increasingly Complicated

With hundreds of biobanks existing around the world,
and new ones still being created, finding the right
samples and the right data becomes a quest for the
proverbial “needle in the haystack”.

A “NIGHTMARE” FOR
INDUSTRY!
October 2018 – THB Confidential
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Type of Biospecimen Requests
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In House statistics: Year 2018

§ 500+ requests met either through prospective
collections or retrospective searches
§ 40,000 biospecimens sourced
§ Top 5 segments: Oncology, Infectious diseases,
CNS, “normal” tissues, and Metabolic
disorders
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Type of Biospecimen Requests
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Type of Biospecimen Requests
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Average number of specimens per study: 150 (1 to 10 000)
NON-CANCER
BLOOD

(SERUM, PLASMA, WHOLE
BLOOD,PBMC)

TISSUE
(FFPE , FROZEN TISSUE)

OTHER

(CSF, URINE,..)

Source: Trans-Hit Bio database
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%
85%

CANCER

%

FFPE

70%

FROZEN TISSUE

6%

7%

BLOOD (plasma, serum)

8%

OTHER

(matched with FFPE, collected on
specific tubes, prospective studies)
(PBMC, DNA,URINES,..)

22%
2%

Types of Biospecimen Needed by Industry
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% requests

%

A few examples:

Lung cancers

20

NSCLC ALK+: FFPE with
matched plasma

Gastro-intestinal cancers
15
Colorectal cancer with
NRAS and KRAS
other diseases (Non cancers, Non CNS and Non
12
mutation: FFPE with
Infectious diseases)
matched plasma
Hematologic cancers
10
THERE WILL BE MORE AND MORE PROSPECTIVE
DLBCL: FFPE, PBMC
Infectious diseases
9
With matched viable cells
COLLECTIONS SINCE EXISTING RETROSPECTIVE
From lymph node
CNS Diseases
(mainly
Alzheimer's
disease)
8
COLLECTIONS DO NO REPLY TO THE NEEDS
Bladder-Kidney-Prostate cancers

8

Breast-Ovarian-Uterine cancers

8

Skin cancers

4

Healthy subjects'

4

Other cancers

2
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Alzheimer disease: CSF
and serum with medical
follow-up over years

Pediatric cancers

Sustainability
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Biobanks need to adapt to the end-user’s needs and gain visibility to
achieve sustainability
§ With the exception of a few very pro-active academic biobanks, providing industry with prompt and timely access to
biospecimens, very few biobanks are able achieve financial sustainability in this way.
§ Many biobanks have failed to propose a model to industry that would meet the needs of both parties and above all
would enable the biobank to take a share of future benefits of successful biomarker development.
§ Biobanks and their scientists are unfortunately accustomed to working independently and in silos leading to a situation
where many biobanks collect differently the same type of samples, each having also their own in-house research project.
§ Complementarities or synergies between biobankers and industry scientists working on the same subject are usually
achieved.
§ Biobanks can help to accelerate the development and validation of newly discovered biomarkers, but also could ensure
biobank sustainability.
February 2019 – THB Confidential

Comparing The Cultures of Industry & Academia
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• The strength of academia lies in its ability to excel in basic/translational/clinical research while industry is
more inclined to pursue applied research with an aim to translate lab discoveries to clinics.
• Compared to industry research, academic research is more curiosity-driven and academic researchers are
more likely to work in an environment driven by “research publications”.
• Industry, which includes both pharmaceutical/biotech and IVD (In-Vitro Diagnostics) companies, is more
end-product and more business-driven.
• More than in academia, research activities in industry are heavily regulated and are bound to strictly
adhere to predefined timelines and budget constraints. Industry is also concerned with having the
shortest possible R&D timelines due to the limited lifespan of their intellectual property (IP) protection
and the deadlines imposed by their shareholders.
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Simeon-Dubach, D, Roehrl, M.H., Hewitt, R., Hofman, P., Puchois, P. A Critical Need for a Better Mutual
Understanding Between Academic Biobanks and Industry. Submitted 2018.

Understanding The Biospecimen Needs of Industry
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Industry-based researchers need human biospecimen for their Drug R&D or Biomarker R&D programs.
• Drug R&D: biospecimens are needed at the discovery stage in order to identify new drug targets,
typically done internally. During the clinical development, clinical samples are collected during drug
clinical trials, most often via clinical CROs.
Biomarker R&D: biospecimens are needed to discover and identify new potential biomarker candidates.
This starts with the screening of a small number of clinical biospecimens (tissues, biofluids, tissue
microarrays). Then in order to get a first clinical proof of concept, promising biomarker candidates will be
assessed using clinical biospecimens from small cohorts of patients and controls, mainly sourced via their
own network of clinicians. If not available from them, industry will preferably request these samples from
commercial biobanks or “vendors.
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Understanding Incentives For Industry & Academia
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• Industry is working in an area of high financial risk with a very low probability of success, supporting their
R&D efforts by reinvesting profit generated by commercializing their launched products, or with funding
obtained from investors. All companies have to respect their predefined R&D and financial plans,
timelines and deliverables.
• In academia, researchers have more “freedom” to define their own research goals, objectives, and
timelines. Most academic research is supported by public funding and grants leading to publications and,
sometimes, IP rights. In academia, publishing and knowledge-sharing appear to remain the primary
objectives that in turn translate into career advancement and international scientific recognition.
• This situation together with a lack of funding result in numerous publications on new biomarkers that are
only partially validated with relatively “poor” clinical proofs of concept leading to non-patentable
biomarkers dying on the shelves.
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Simeon-Dubach, D, Roehrl, M.H., Hewitt, R., Hofman, P., Puchois, P. A Critical Need for a Better Mutual
Understanding Between Academic Biobanks and Industry. Submitted 2018.

Publication and intellectual property
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Patent Filing vs Publications

Patents @ CERN; Amy Bilton; KT Training – March 2018
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A Unique Opportunity

Academic Biobanks have the unique opportunity
to become Industry’s major source of
biospecimens and related expertise
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Tailor-made solutions for the individual biobanks
THB helps Biobanks by

§ Ensuring the traceability of your samples
§ Helping you to adapt your services to industry needs
§ Promoting your biobank and your expertise to industry
§ Helping your biobank to become financially sustainable
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Strategic Partnerships
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BioTrust
A Unique and Innovative Concept to Accelerate Biomarker R&D
with Mid and Small Size Dx Companies: The BioTrust

A worldwide network of 10-15 carefully
selected expert Collecting Sites - in a given
disease - to advance the discovery,
analytical and clinical validation of new
biomarkers with the help of academic
scientists
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Is Today’s Biomarker R&D Efficient?
NO, the reality is:

§ Many new biomarker candidates are discovered but very few of them are making it into the clinic:
Many potentially valuable biomarkers die on the benches
Main Bottlenecks for Efficient Biomarker R&D
§ Financial resources to get solid proof of concept and obviously to do complete analytical and clinical validation
§ Access to large high-quality biospecimen collections with short collection timelines
Main Issues with Current Biomarker Development Strategies

§ Each scientist, each company is focusing on its target and technology, working in-silos. No integration of results which
could be obtained by others technologies
§ Lack of multi-dimensional analysis in same patient sample
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Diversifying Technologies to Analyze Complex
Biological Systems
§ Today: Tracking multiple biological or molecular targets as possible in one assay: one dimensional analysis (IHC OR
NGS panels OR phenomics OR OR OR )
§ Tomorrow: Tracking multiple biological or molecular targets as possible in as many assays as possible: multidimensional analysis (IHC AND NGS panels AND phenomics AND AND AND)

Multi-dimensional analysis
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Today’s Research: SILOS

Samples

Samples

Samples
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NGS

IHC

microbiome

Analysis

Analysis

Analysis

Tomorrow’s Research: BIOTRUST Model
Trans-Hit
Bio

BB8

SAB

BB7

BB1

BIOTRUST
Sample
Collection

BB6

BB5

Network of
Biobanks

Platforms of
Technologies

BB2
BB3
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Genomics

Epigenomics

BB4
Microbiome

Circulating
Antibodies
Tissue
Phenomics

Clinical
Information
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BioTrust:

Application to Lung Cancer Biomarkers & Immunotherapy

Analysis of I-O Responders vs Non-responders
PILOT PROJECT SETUP
§ 10 biobanks with an expertise in lung cancer, carefully
selected from all over the world: Asia, Western Europe,
Eastern Europe, Latin America and North America
§ Enrollment of 200 patients.
§ Patients pre-treatment and undergoing immunotherapy
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BIOTRUST: Benefits to Biobanks
§ Access to the large BIOTRUST sample collection for their own in house projects.
§ Shared medical and scientific expertise within the trust. Enhanced development of biomarkers.
§ Involvement in industry-sponsored studies.
§ Co-authorship in case of publication.
§ Reimbursement for services and cost-recovery for samples.
§ Milestone payments and royalties from successful biomarker development.
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BIOTRUST: Benefits to Industry
§ Rapid access to a large number of standardized samples and associated data.
§ Access to unique medical and scientific expertise related to the pathology of interest.
§ Rapid access to patients for drug clinical trials.
§ Increased visibility for industry-developed technology within the BIOTRUST.
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Contact
Dr. Pascal Puchois
Phone
+1 514 739 0670 ext. 810
E-mail
pascal.puchois@trans-hit.com
Website
www.trans-hit.com
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